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EEBO, Microfilm, and Umberto Eco: Historical Lessons and Future Directions for Building Electronic Collections

by Shawn Martin

Introduction

In an age of mass digitization with book scanning projects like Google and Microsoft and their open access rival, the Open Archives Initiative, it is easy to forget that this is not the first time such efforts to "organize the world’s information and make it universally accessible and useful" have been attempted. In 1926, A. W. Pollard and G. R. Redgrave compiled A short-title catalogue of books printed in England, Scotland, & Ireland and of English books printed abroad, 1475–1640 which at that time was the most comprehensive bibliography of English printed material in the early modern period. That project later developed into Early English Books (EEB), a microfilm project started by University Microfilms International (UMI), and an electronic database Early English Books Online (EEBO) produced by ProQuest Information and Learning.

Though current mass digitization projects may hail themselves as the first attempt to organize large amounts of information and make them available, they are not. Certainly they are the first to do so at such a large scale. However, there are lessons that can be drawn from earlier attempts to do the same thing. One could try to do a complete history of information gathering from the time of ancient Egypt. Yet a more useful comparison might be the age of microform. Many of the same arguments about preservation, greater access, and easier search capability are similar to the arguments about mass microfilming only 50 years ago. What is or is not unique about digitization as opposed to microfilm, and, more importantly, what lessons from mass microfilming can be learned for modern electronic projects? By looking at the history of just one of these mass microfilm/digitization projects, Early English Books Online, it may become possible to discover some of the answers to those questions.

Earliest History: the Short Title Catalog

As early as 1884, efforts had been made to effectively cata-
log English books during the early modern period. A three volume set Catalogue of books in the Library of the British Museum printed in England, Scotland, and Ireland and of English books printed abroad, to the year 1640 had been published in the nineteenth century. In 1918 Sir William Osler of the Bibliographical Society identified a need to include books not in the British Museum and the need to compile multiple editions of the same work. This was especially important to him given the potential for air raids during World War I and his fear that further wars might jeopardize the collections within Britain. Librarians at Oxford, Cambridge, and other special libraries echoed this concern and believed that they had many copies of books not present in the British Museum and they wanted researchers to be able to locate them. Thus, A. W. Pollard and G. R. Redgrave along with support of the Bibliographical Society compiled a Short Title Catalog meant for scholars to look up titles and see which libraries held them. The first edition of this work was published in 1926.

Despite the great help that the first Short Title Catalog provided, there were many gaps. Also in the 1920s, many indexers working on linguistic and bibliographic research, particularly in American Universities, noticed significant gaps in the Short Title Catalog and believed that it would be helpful to continue beyond 1640. So, Donald Wing of Yale University with the help of the Index Society started work on a supplement to the original Short Title Catalog in 1939. It took many years to complete, largely because of the difficulties posed by World War II. However, in 1945, he published Short-Title Catalogue of Books Printed in England, Scotland, Ireland, Wales, and British America and of English Books Printed in Other Countries 1641–1700.³

The task of cataloging material from early modern England continues even now. In June of 1976, a meeting of the American Society for Eighteenth Century Studies envisioned a machine readable catalog of all material printed in English speaking countries during the eighteenth century. In 1987 the Bibliographical Society and the Modern Language Association decided to merge that project with the ongoing projects to update the Pollard, Redgrave, and Wing catalogs. Thus the English Short Title Catalog (ESTC) project began. Today the project continues to catalog thousands of works in English from 1470 to 1800 and provides access to this information at the British Library's website.⁴

From Print to Microfilm: Early English Books

In 1938, Eugene Power of Edwards' Brothers Printers left to found his own microfilm company, University Microfilms International. Because of growing fear of a German invasion of the U.K., it was decided to preserve as much of England's cultural heritage as possible. So UMI, with the cooperation of the British government and many other libraries around the country, used Pollard and Redgrave's initial bibliography to film what became the Early English Books (EEB) microfilm collection. In 1957 he began filming the books contained within the Wing edition.³ Later, UMI released supplements to the collection in the form of the Thomson Tracts (a collection of pamphlets from the English Civil War compiled by George Thomson in the seventeenth century and currently held in the British Library) and the Early English Books Tract Supplement (a collection of tracts held in the British Library). The bulk of this project finished filming in 1988, and it still continues to operate to this day. ProQuest (now owner of UMI) has filmed 82 units of microfilm containing books from Pollard & Redgrave and 132 units from Wing. It releases about 2 additional units each year and anticipates completing this project within the next five to ten years. ProQuest also continues to discover new works and scour the world for rare copies held in obscure libraries (hence the slow progress of the latter stages of the project). Arguably it is still the most important microfilm preservation project in existence.⁶

Originally, this project was envisioned as a preservation project, but soon libraries came to realize how important such a collection would become to scholars on their campuses. The prospect of having copies of nearly every book printed in England made EEB a "must have" collection for campuses around the United States. For over thirty years after the initial filming, university libraries around the world bought EEB, and it became an essential resource for researchers in English literature, history, and other subjects.⁷
Eventually, all of these microfilm reels will be digitized and placed in the electronic project, Early English Books Online (EEBO).

From Microfilm to Electronic: Early English Books Online

Thus, the massive bibliographic projects started by Pollard, Redgrave, and Wing along with supplements from the Thoma­son Tracts and the Early English Books Tract Supplement form the core of what became the EEBO collection. In 1998 UMI began digitization of the microfilms and by 2003 Chadwyck-Healey had developed an interface for the images. Within the first year of its release over one hundred and fifty libraries bought EEBO for their libraries. By 2005 over 100,000 of the original 125,000 titles were available in this interface and libraries continue to acquire it in many countries around the world. Clearly EEBO became an important collection in a relatively short time. In many ways it has even replaced the microfilm collection.

From Image to Text: The Text Creation Partnership

EEBO also spawned an entirely different project. In 2000, seeing that the searchability of EEBO, though great, was not quite utilizing all of the potential that electronic technology had to offer, the University of Michigan and Oxford University started a project to create SGML/XML text that would allow scholars to search individual words within the books themselves rather than just catalog records. To date this project has created over 10,000 texts and aims to do 25,000 by the end of the project in 2009. Most importantly, all texts that TCP finishes will eventually enter the public domain, thus ensuring that all of these culturally significant works remain publicly available in some form. TCP has also been able to incubate other projects that use its text as a base for further research on topics as diverse as sociolinguistics and Shakespeare studies.

EEBO: A Complex History

Therefore, one can see that EEBO has at least five components: bibliography, microfilm, electronic images, e-text, and scholarly projects. All of these components are still going on in some form. The English Short Title Catalog continues to catalog old books. The EEB microfilm project is still searching for books and photographs them. EEBO will digitize those microfilmed books. The TCP is still producing text, and scholarly projects continue to build tools to access those texts. One also notices the disparate timelines required to complete these projects. It took fourteen years to get much of the bibliographic work done. Most of the microfilming was completed within fifty years. The digitization of that microfilm took five years, and the TCP will complete its work in seven years. The scholarly projects involved will finish usually in two to three years. Clearly the microfilm was the foundation and probably most costly step in the entire process. Does this complex history give any lessons about the future of similar massive digitization projects like Google? Most importantly, what trends can we discern over the ninety or so years of the history of EEBO?

Access, not Preservation

One of the most notable shifts that seemed to happen in the 1950s was the emphasis on getting access to the content within EEB rather than preserving it. Eugene Power originally envisioned his microfilm projects as helping to preserve content of Britain and many other places and distributing that content to libraries around the world so that if any one copy should be destroyed many would still remain. That view of microfilm has remained up until the present day. Even into the 1990s this view continued to dominate. If a book was microfilmed, that was the preferred method of preservation of a book. On the other hand, if it had been digitized, that is a method of providing access to that book, not preserving it. More recently the Council on Library and Information Resources noted the interplay between electronic technologies and the emphasis on access rather than preservation. Pro­Quest also acknowledges this dichotomy in their own words “digital technology was the ‘key’ to unlocking greater access to the microfilm images.”

So, there was a great shift in emphasis from one technology to the other. With microfilm, preservation was originally the primary goal. That changed around the 1950s and access to libraries, particularly small ones without resources to send re-
searchers to the British Library, was equally important. This trend held when the EEB microfilm collection was digitized. Though there is certainly interaction between the two (in order to give access to materials one has to preserve them). The greater emphasis on access rather than preservation is certainly a trend one can see in projects like Google.

**Value Added Production**

Another trend, particularly in the electronic age has been the weight given to value added access to the collection. EEBO is more convenient than microfilm because users can pull up an individual book rather than locating it on a reel of microfilm. TCP is more convenient than EEBO because one can go directly to a word or concept one is looking for rather than reading the entire book. Scholarly projects are more convenient than TCP because they have particular tags or scholarly apparatus that a particular discipline might want rather than going through the generic TCP or EEBO interfaces. Whereas it was impossible to improve upon the microfilm image, it has become infinitely possible to improve upon the digitized image. Publishers are now focusing increasingly upon adding value to their collections (and charging more for them). Libraries are increasingly required to purchase these improvements to meet the needs of scholars on their campus. When EEB was first produced, libraries were in essence paying for the content itself. With EEBO they were not really purchasing the content as much as they were purchasing more convenient access to that content. The same is true for TCP and all of the additional projects built after it. Dollars are spent now on content the library already owns, but cannot access to the full extent that electronic technology allows.

**Replacing the Book**

More and more, scholars and librarians alike have feared that students believe the electronic copy in EEBO (which is in fact a copy of a copy of a copy somewhere in a library) is replacing the original book. In some ways this fear is genuine. Many errors were introduced during the microfilm process and were compounded as that process shifted to digital. Diana Kichuk recently identified this process of “remediation” and discussed the problems of using digital facsimiles as replacements of the original book. She notes the problems of attempting to identify context, understanding the dimensions, and replicating the physicality of the book. She also notes the many problems introduced in the microfilming process when books were cropped and parts of pages were lost, pages were distorted in cameras, and many other problems. As scholars and students alike rely more on the digital facsimile, there is a fear among many that important material will be lost. As access becomes more important and ability to travel to the original book becomes less possible, the problems of whether a facsimile found in EEB or in EEBO truly “replaces” the book will become more apparent. The same issues can be found in many of the reviews of the Google Book project and its problems. 

**Infrastructure and Usage Patterns**

Libraries have always been the infrastructure for scholarship, particularly in the humanities. Scholars came to a physical place that held collections restricted only to a small number of people. Now, the same researchers can access those collections from home, their offices, or from around the globe. Often the library has become less and less relevant in the eyes of many. Microfilm began that trend. Though many of the books were held in the British Library or other special collections in the UK, researchers no longer had to go there in order to consult the books. They could consult the microfilm images at their own library and then perform the more labor intensive research at the British Library. That trend has held in the electronic world. Richard Ovendon from the Bodleian Library has reported that usage of books in EEBO has dropped, but they have seen a great increase in usage of books not in EEBO and in manuscripts associated with those books. As more and more libraries have greater access to materials in special collections, this trend will likely increase. Also since much of that access will be electronic, libraries will become more defined by the special collections not available online. Additionally the infrastructure of libraries will (and has) changed to provide more value added services to users.
rather than access to particular materials.

**Where have we been?**

**Where are we going?**

Many of these trends started in microfilm and have simply been heightened by access to electronic technology. Therefore, they are not new problems, simply old ones re-emerging. So, what does this mean as we attempt to build collections for the future? First, we have to consider how access and preservation interact. All libraries are interested in digital preservation but few have spent as much time thinking about what that really means. Admittedly, microfilm sits on many library shelves slowly deteriorating from disuse. Similarly publishers give CDs, DVDs, and magnetic tape drives to libraries in order to "preserve" the electronic files. Many of these also sit on shelves slowly disintegrating (and they do so at a faster rate). Providing access is a very short term view designed only for users here and now. Preservation is a longer term strategy that seeks to make sure researchers will always have access to materials. Libraries have always been dedicated to this. Now it is an even more important mandate given the fast pace of change in the electronic world.

Second, with access to the same materials being available virtually at any library in the country, it becomes more important to think about the additional services libraries can provide. Publishers are beginning to see these trends and acting on them. Libraries need to do the same. TCP was designed to meet a need not available within the EEBO collection (the ability to search text within the book). Other projects using TCP have also identified needs not met by current tools. Users will need to see a reason to go to a particular database in order to use it. They will not go simply because it is provided by a particular publisher or library.

Third, librarians need to think about what role electronic plays vis-à-vis analog books. Clearly as Diana Kichuk has shown, they are not replacements. However, they are not useless. What is the role of the electronic book in a database? What is the role of a print book in a library? What are the possibilities of one and not the other? Electronic books allow much greater searching and allow users to pull out particular bits of information from multiple books in ways that print books do not now allow. Print books provide an artifactual context that an electronic book can never provide. Scholars and students, because of the problems EEBO and Google have presented tend to reject the utility of electronic books. Rather, librarians need to think of ways to engage faculty about the uses of different forms of the same content.

Finally, as the infrastructure of scholarship changes, builders of digital collections need to think about how users are accessing content, what they are doing with it, and how to build a system around that. Physical libraries will likely have a place within this infrastructure. Electronic libraries will probably have a greater role. Users will want specific types of services offered to them and particular kinds of material offered to them in a print environment as opposed to an electronic one. The question remains as to which places require which services.

**Conclusion**

This debate about preservation, access, and the creation of new knowledge reminded me of a passage I remember from one of my favorite books, *The Name of the Rose* by Umberto Eco. In it the main character William of Baskerville has a debate with Jorge of Burgos, one of the scholars in the Abbey about whether the purpose of the library is to preserve knowledge or to search for new knowledge. In many ways, we are still having this debate. Traditionally libraries have been a place to preserve knowledge; yet in the Middle Ages, the time in which *The Name of the Rose* is set, changes were taking place. Greek books were coming into Europe that had been preserved by the Arabic world. The economy was changing so that fewer people became monks and more people were joining radical movements outside of the Catholic Church. Jorge of Burgos provides a conservative view of librarianship; abbey libraries exist only to preserve the past, not to contribute to the present. William of Baskerville on the other hand suggests that abbey libraries have an important role in defining the future. Microfilm was a unique invention, but it was one that changed from a preservation medium, to an access medium, and finally to an electronic one. If librarians do as Jorge suggests they will simply preserve the content for the
next generation without caring who uses it or why. If they follow William’s suggestion they will be important in integrating new knowledge and new ways of thinking into their old systems. That is exactly what needs to be done, and by understanding how large microfilm collections have shaped the current system, we can begin to map out a course for the future.

Endnotes

6 http://eebo.chadwyck.com/about/about.htm